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once the victim has downloaded and executed the torrentlocker executable, the infection
process is complete. the victim will notice several things: the desktop wallpaper has changed

to the torrentlocker logo, and the encrypted files are visible. the ransom note will appear if the
victim attempts to open the files. the ransom note, and the ransom amount which must be

paid for the encryption keys to be released, are almost always localized to the targeted region.
the ransom amount is also not static, and may change from infection to infection. the first
prompt is a dialog box informing the user that an executable, locker.exe, is attempting to

access some system files, and that they need to allow it access. if the victim attempts to block
the executable, they will receive a second dialog, explaining that the system is about to shut

down. clicking ok in this dialog will allow the executable to continue to run, and once it is done
encrypting files, the files will be opened for viewing. the ransom amount is a pseudorandom

number, generated by either a simple modulus function or a linear congruential function. any
response to the ransom amount will be rejected, and when the number reaches 0, the process
will be terminated. if the victim attempts to access the encrypted files, they will encounter a

prompt for the payment of a ransom. the available methods of payment are a variety of
bitcoin wallets, and prepaid cards from various banks. the ransom amount is stored in a

variable in the exe. we have seen ransom amounts as low as $24.50 and as high as $300,
based on the current bitcoin price.
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it is useful to think about ransomware as a type of worm or malware. it spreads from machine
to machine through networks in two ways: via a download exploit, and as infected executables

on usb keys, thumb drives, or the like. such infected executables can be scheduled to infect
other machines, including systems that are otherwise off the network entirely. the first

generation of iot devices, such as the dvrs and set-top boxes that were the focus of the second
phase of wannacry , had a relatively limited attack surface. they were primarily intended to

collect and store content for transmission over the internet. this meant that they had only two
attack vectors: a download exploit, or an infected usb drive, both of which were similar to the

mechanism used by tenstorrent . as a result, exploits could not be automatically exploited by a
linux based iot device . however, as was the case with openwrt, the lack of a gnu/linux based
iot device meant that a viable attack vector for an attacker was now available. tenstorrent is
planning to manufacture 200,000 per month in 2019, and was formed to commercialize the
grx. the new company will have an initial board that includes jim keller, scott pramsey, roger

nielsen, daya chen, gudmund pfleiderer, mike dobson, john morrissett, jacky lemond and
sascha roth. tenstorrent is a series b funded company. the newly formed company has raised
$65m in series b funding from existing investors, including intel capital, mitsui, and vertical

group, as well as new investors, including cf structure, advanced accelerators, and silent
partners. a new board of directors has also been announced, including jim keller, roger nielsen,

gudmund pfleiderer, jacky lemond, daya chen, mike dobson, scott pramsey, john morrissett,
and sascha roth. 5ec8ef588b
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